
Jesse Carlisle
OV Maintenance Staff  1960-1993

When Orchard View high school first opened its doors in When Orchard View high school first opened its doors in 
September of 1960, its maintenance and care was put into the September of 1960, its maintenance and care was put into the 
hands of Jesse Carlisle. hands of Jesse Carlisle. 
From that time until his retirement more than 30 years later From that time until his retirement more than 30 years later 
Jesse took care of its classrooms and hallways like they were Jesse took care of its classrooms and hallways like they were 
his own.his own.
Jesse took great pride in providing a clean and well maintained Jesse took great pride in providing a clean and well maintained 
building for his students and staff because he believed it building for his students and staff because he believed it 
helped to promote a more pleasant and safe learning helped to promote a more pleasant and safe learning 
environment.environment.
Always willing to help or provide service wherever he was Always willing to help or provide service wherever he was 
needed, OV students knew they could count on Jesse to be sure needed, OV students knew they could count on Jesse to be sure 
their building was always ready for their use.their building was always ready for their use.
From his friendly smile in the morning until everything was From his friendly smile in the morning until everything was 
ready for the next day, Jesse served his students and community ready for the next day, Jesse served his students and community 
in all the best ways possible. Orchard View was a better, in all the best ways possible. Orchard View was a better, 
cleaner and friendlier place because of the efforts and cleaner and friendlier place because of the efforts and 
caring of Jesse Carlisle.caring of Jesse Carlisle.
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